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There exist several important questions pertaining to 
the high-frequency operation of SCRso (High frequencies 
will be considered in the text to be frequencies between 
10 kHz, and 30 kHzo) 
Where and why can SGRs be used for high-·:frequency 
applications? Tb.ore are many industrial applications where 
frequencies higher than commercial line frequencies are 
either needed or lead to definite advantages in equipment 
design" There has been a growing interest for the past few 
years in the application of SCRs to power equipment which 
operates at audio and u.l trasonic frequencies up to 30 kHz l 
such as~ generators (inverters) for ultrasonic cleaning, 
welding~ cutting,1 mixing equipment and induction heating~ 
radio (fo:r VLF band) and sonar transmitters; cycloinverter 
supplies, the output of the cycloinverter itself being use-
ful for all applications where a=c power is used. Electronic 
tubes are being used for all mentioned equipment up till now 
a.nd even todayo However~ the potential advantages of solid 
state devices over tubes are well. knowno Also 11 for d-c to 
d-c SCR '.:'Onverters there are se-veral advantages of using them 
with high=frequency carrierso Cl1he device. is smaller in size 
1 
2 .. 
(because of reduction of size of all magnetic components) 
which implies lighter weight and lower oost of the device, 
tooo Since the time constant of the output filter must be 
much greater than the period of the carrier, high·frequency 
is responsible for the increase of break frequency in the 
transfer function of the filter; the feedback system is 
faster, thus dynamically better with less error without 
increasing the gain of amplifier which may produce parasitic 
oscillationso Also P using a SCR as a chopper in a d-c to d-c 
converter introduces a time delay equal to half of the 
period of the carrier signal, and, as is well known, the 
longer delays may produce an unstable system; i.e., operation 
at a higher frequency implies a more stable system with 
respect to the SCR's equivalent time delay. 
What are the limitations of using SCRs for high-
frequency applications? The energy per cycle that the SCR 
must dissipate to maintain thermal equilibrium comes from 
conduction losses (SOR is in ON state), blocking losses 
(SCR is in OFF state) and switching losses. For low=fre-
quency applications tne switching losses can be neglected 9 
but for higher frequencies they comprise an appreciable part 
of the total SCR losses, so they must be taken into account. 
Since the power dissipation increases with increasing fre-
quency, there exists some frequency limit where the total 
power dissipation of a given SCR reaches its maximum allow-
able value. The second problem which restricts the increas-
ing of frequency is due to the time intervals required for 
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SCRs to switch from an OFF to an ON state (turn-on time) and 
from an ON to an OFF state (turn-off time) which is the time 
that has to elapse before the SCR can block the reapplied 
forward voltageo 
Which SCR parameiters are important for designing 3,n SCR 
high-frequency device? The important SCR dynamic parameters 
are the maximum allowable d:i/dt and dv/dt and the turn-off 
timeo For high=frequency applications a combined effect of 
these parameters exists, so they are interdependent and 
their characterizati.on on an individual basis is not suffi-
cient to insure satisfactory operation of the SCR. There-
fore, for high-frequency SCRs the principle of concurrent 
characterization of the dynamic characteristics is necessary1 
and, as a resulti sueh devi.ces are adaptable to appl:Lcations 
with excessive svvitchi:ng 10SS8f3o 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
SCR 0 S HIGH-FREQUENCY OPERATION 
P-N-P-N Deviceo Its V-I Characteristics 
arid Transistor .Analogue 
The silicon controlled rectifier is a semiconductor 
p-n-p-n device with three junctionso It has electrical. 
characteristics similar to the gas thyratron or ignitron, 
having both high= and low-impedance stateso Figure 1 
illustrates the V-I characteristi.cs of a typical gate-
controlled SCRo 
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lFORWARD AVALANCHE REGION) 
V-I Characteris-
tics of an SOR 
In the forward blocking region; increasing the forward 
voltage does not tend to increase leali:age current u,.v:i.til the 
4 
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point is reached where avalanche multiplication begins to 
take place o Past this point w the leaka.ge current increases 
quite rapidly until the total current through the device is 
sufficient to raise the internal loop gain to a value greater 
than or equal to oneo Then the device will go into high 
conduction region, if the anode current is greater than the 
holding currento When the anode current drops below the 
holding current, the SCR reverts to its forward blocking 
stateo In the reverse direction the p-n-p-n structure looks 
like two reverse-biased p-n junctions in seriesa In typical 
operation the SCR is biased well below its minimvJ11 forward 
breakover voltage, and triggering is accomplished by inject-
ing current into the gate leado Once the gate has been used 
to trigger the SCR into conduction it loses control and the 
only method of turning the conducting device off is to 
reduce the anode current below the holding currento 
Diagrammatically, sn SCR can be represented as shovvn in 
Figure 2(a)o In the forward blocking region the junctions 
J1 and J3 are forward=biased, and the junction J2 is 
reverse-biasedo In a simplified analysis the SCR can be 
visualized as consisting of two transistors, a p=n-p and an 
n-p-n (with current gains ex,.1 and a2 , respectively) inter-
connected to form a regenerative feedback pair_as shown in 
Figure 2(b)o The collector of the n-p-n transistor provides 
base drive for the p--n-p transistor, and the collector of 
the p-n-p transistor along with gate current Ig supplies the 
base drive for the n=p=n transistoro Let IA and IK be the 
ANODE jIA JlrA 
JI 
pl p 
I_l'l~~= Icz }, n nl p n 
Ig_12 l I Cl 
p2 )a2 
p 
GATE Ig Isz 
J3 n n2 
CATHODE jrk ( a) (b) Ikj 
Figure 2. Structure and Transistor Analogue 
of an SCR 
anode and cathode cux':r'ent the SOR, respectively. Since 
the base current o:f tne IJ 0=n~~·p ·t:rarrnistor ~ us:Lng thl?. con= 
ventiona1 :notat:ion~ is 
C ector curre:r:t 
one may write; 
<'?.qu_atio:n ca:n be s 
where the I 0 BO ~ + IC-"'"'"' is t}1e leakage current o:f the v '- I Div,: 
{ ,-, 'i ) \ e.::.== 8 
( 2= 3) 
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Both a.1 and a.2 increase with an increase in the anode 
current IA' ru.1.d with the proper gate current a regenerative 
effect will occur when a1 + a.2 = 1o A positive-feedback 
condition results which causes both transistors to be driven 
into a saturated state and causes the ,junction J2 to become 
forward-biased to a point where it will no longer support 
the applied voltageo Moreover~ this condition can occur 
without gate drive by other means which will be considered 
latero 
Physica1 Theory 
In Figure J(a) is represented a nonbiased p-n-p-n 
device. At each junction a space-charge lay-er (a transition 
region in which donor and acceptor impurities are uncompen-
sated by mobile charge carriers) develops which results in 
a 11 build-in potential o II The hole and electron concentra-
tions throughout the device are determined by the impurity 
doping levels 9 dimensions and tempera.ture a 
By applying a positive voltage (Figure 3(b)) to the 
anode of the device 9 elect:rons on the n=type side of J2 move 
toward the anode, leaving behind positively charged dono:rso 
In like manner~ holes move toward the cathode, leaving 
negatively charged acceptors on the p-type side of J2o The 
space-charge layer of ,J2 spreads and creates a high electric 
field which sustains the applied voltagea The space-charge 
layer width required to support the applied voltage can be 
determined by solving Po:Lssonus equation (1)a Outside the 
Jt J3 l&J 0 l&J 0 w 0 :r w 0 ~ !;i 0 pl 0 nl p2 ,,. 0 +"' 1 nl p2 o_ p-n-p-n device in forward z :r -P blocking state with spa.ca 
<( ti IA cho.rge layers shown 
u 
~ J2 J3 "no Pp ,-nn 1018 Na, N T""N ,018 Ppo oz/ dz I f' 1016 
"no Nd, I 
;;- ,016 I "'"' Acceptor density 
(; 1014 I ~ 1014 nn 
I 
I • Donor density ..... 
z ,012 i 1012 - Hole density 
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Figure Jo P=~N-P~=N D.s21vice at Equilibrium an.d in 
the Forward Blocking Statfi 
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1.s essential= 
acceptors a:r't:3 neut:cali.zed the presence of free holes arid 
space-charge 
rogions the t1eviee actt3 as a conductor w:Lth th.e negligible 
eloetric fic-.1ldo 
bissed by a fixed applied voltage~ one .may examine ·the 
steady-state current--·car:rier :flovvo Thrcugb.ov:t the 
9 
semiconductor, hole-electrons pairs are generated by thermal 
agitationo A gradient of minority carriers is formed in the 
base regions n1 and p2o Holes injected into or generated in 
the base region n·J diffuse toward J2 and are swept by its 
high electric field into region p2o In the same manner 
electrons in region p2 diffuse to J2 and are swept into n'! a 
Carriers generated within the space-charge layer of J2 are 
also swept into adjoining base regionso Since n1 and p2 are 
essentially space-=charge neutral, if a hole diffused from 
n1 is collected at J2, a hole must be injected from p1 to n1 
or an electron from n ·1 to p 1 to pre serve charge neutrality o 
If the anode current is IA (in Figure 3(b))i then the 
hole current flowing into ni is y 1IA~ where y 1 is the 
injection efficiency of J·1; the hole current which reaches 
J2 (some of holes recombined with electrons) is y 1 f3 1IA = a 1IA' 
where ~1 is the transport factoro Thus, the total hole 
current In which is swept into p2 by the space=charge layer 
:-
of J2 is: 
(2-5) 
where Ipd and Ipsc are currents due to the holes thermally 
generated within n1 and the space=charge layer of J2, 
respectivelyo 
Since J3 is also forward biased, electrons are injected 
from n2 across J2 to p2 and diffuse toward J2o The electron 
current at the p2 side of J2us space-charge layer is~ 
( 2-6) 
where IKl is the cathode current, a.2IK is the electron 
current due to electrons injected from n2 s .. nd collected at 
J2, and Ind is the current due to the electrons thermally 
generated in p2o 
The total current flowing across the reference pla..11.e 
at the p2 of J2 is~ 
(2-7) 
Since with gate drive 
IK = IA + Ig ( 2-8) 
and denoting the total thermally generated diffusion current 
with Id= Ipd + Ina. 9 combining the last equations and solving 
for IAj yieldsg 
a.2Ig + Id + ISC} 
IA ""' -a1 = fa.1 + °'2) ( 2-9) 
where Isc = I since that term of current is evaluated on psc' 
the p2 side_ of J2's space-charge layera Since a.1 varies 
with IA' and a.2 varies with IA+ Ig~ i.t is necessary only to 
increase Ig or to raise the device temperature (vV:hich causes 
I + I to rise) d SC in order to cause a.1 + However, 
the switching would occur even before a,., + a,0 -? 'Io It can I ,::_ 
be shown that switching will begin when the sum of the small-
signal current gains a 1sv O,r) reaches unity (1)o <--S (Because 
the alphas of p=n=p=n may be a highly nonl:j..near fm-iction of 
current, a 1s and a.28 may be greater than the a.-~c valuesa) 
Holes which are swept fron n1 into p2 raise the 
forward-bias voltage across J3, causing it to in,j ect more 
electrons, which diffuse across p2 to J2 and are swept into 
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n1. This cause.s an increase in forward-bias across J1, so 
more holes are injected through J1 into n.1 a Thus, the 
process is a regenerative one which continues until the 
concentrations of carriers in both base regions exceed their 
zero-bias equilibrium values, and until the voltage across 
the device drops to the order of one volto The current 
through the device in the conducting state must be limited 
by the external load resistance; otherwise~ the device may 
be destroyeda 
Characteristics of Steady·--state Operation 
Reverse and For,y!ard Bl,ocking Characteristics 
As was shown in Figure 1 1 for voltages up to the 
reverse breakdown or the forward breakover regions, a 
relatively small leakage current flows a Using equation ( 2-9) 
with Ig = 0 one could obtain the form of the forward blocking 
currento Howeverj to determine the magnitude of the current 
and the device parameters which contribute to :Lt, a more 
fundamental analysis is requiredo Such an analysis is 
complicated by the nonlinear current gains associated with 
the deviceo In the forward blocking region, J2 is reverse= 
biased and J1 and ~T3 are slightly forward-biased due to the 
leakage current through the SCRo Thus 2 to determine the 
'blocking current, the leakage current across J2 and the 
current resulting from injection (at J·1 and J3) and 
diffusion across n1 and p2 must be calculatedo 
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In the case of reverse blocking (cathode positive with 
respect to anode,) J1 and J3 block the flow of current, 
whereas J2 is forward-b:i .. ased. Usually J3 has very limited 
voltage-blocking capability and will go into avalanche break-
down with the application of a few voltso Thus)} the n-p-n 
transistor of the SCR 1 s analogue can be approximated vvi th 
an avalanche diode in series with p-n-p transistor having 
no base connection. It can be shown that the blocking 
current should be of the form ( 1): 
(2-10) 
Forward Conducting Characteristics 
The forward conducting voltage drop of an SCR is defined 
as the yoltage drop V.AK from anode to cathode in the ON 
state, which includes lead and contact drops. The total 
voltage drop is approximately equal to the voltage across 
each junction. At low levels of load current the voltage 
drop across the base regions is negligible because most of 
the current flows by minority-carrier diffusion. (It must 
be remembered that a field current has a voltage drop 
associated with it, whereas a diffusion current does nota) 
It is highly advantageous to maintain the minority-carrier 
lifetimes at a high level to achieve low forward drops. 
Unfortunately, the short SCR turn-off time requires a 
smaller value of carrier lifetimeo 
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Analyzing the flow of free carriers in an SCR in the 
conduction state is a rather complex processo However, an 
analysis can be carried out if each saturated (in this case) 
transistor of the SCR 0 s analogue would be represented by two 
transistors, one normally polarized (with its normal 0n_) and 
the other inversely polarized (with its inverse a.i) ( 1) o 
Then, using the superposition principle (ioeo, by applying 
voltage across each junction separately and then adding all 
currents) one can obtain for the sum of the voltage drops 
across all junctions J1, J2, J3~ 
( 2-11) 
where I is the IA's density, k is Boltzmann's constant, 
Tis the absolute temperature, q is the magnitude of the 
carrier's charge; Is , I! , Is are the saturation currents 0 
1 2 3 
densities of each junction with other junctions short-
circuited; A1 , A2 and A3 are functions of the normal and 
inverse current gains; and n varies from 1 to 2o 
Using the fact that at normal load currents might be 
A1 A3/ A2 = 1 o 62, the experimental value n == 1 o 5, and an 
anode current density of 50 A/cm2 , ~nl? may determine the 
total voltage drop across the SCR to be 1o14 volts (it can 
be derived that the voltage drops across junctions are: 
VJ 1 = Oo96V, VJ2 = -Oo95V, and VJJ"" 1o13V)o 
For higher load currents one cannot neglect the voltage 
drops, K VI, across the body of the p an.d n regions and the 
14 
voltage drop aero ss the lead resistance ( IR) o It yields: 
nkT 
q ( 2-12) 
where K is a constant and ln(A1A2/A3)was neglectedo 
However, in the conduction region the forward characte12-
istic of an SCR (as well as for a semiconductor -rectifier) 
at low current density can be approximated by (2): 
v = V0 + iRf (2-13) 
where VO is the applied voltage necessary before appreciable 
forward conduction occurs (for SCRs it corresponds to the 
holding current) and Rf is the forward slope resistance 
which depends primarily on junction areao Typical values 
for V
0 
and Rf are Oo8 volts and Oo02 ohms, respectivelyo 
Dynamic Operation 
Triggering Methodso Dv/dt Capabilit;z 
An SCR can be switched from the forward blocking state 
to the conducting mode by several methods: thermal turn-on, 
dv/dt triggering, voltage triggering and the normal gate 
triggering methodo 
As was previously described, leakage current (Id+ Isc 
in equation (2-9)) through an SCR increases exponentially 
with temperatureo As temperature increases, more hole-
electron pairs are createdo This implies that a1 + a.2 can 
approach unity and that thermal turn-on can occuro The 
forward breakover voltage therefore tends to be quite 
temperature sensitive and at a high enough temperature the 
SCR loses completely its ability to block forward voltage. 
1 5 
A rapidly rising positive voltage applied to the anode 
of an SCR can turn it on if the rate of rise of voltage 
dv/dt and the applied voltage is sufficiently great. By 
considering the two-transistor analogue of an SCR and the 
capacitances across all three junctions it can be seen that 
a rapidly rising voltage V.AK. can cause a current through the 
capacitance of J2 which may cause Q 1 + ~2 to approach unity. 
A high dv/dt can be troublesome when it occurs in some SCR 
circuitry during transients. Most SCRs have a dv/dt 
capability of 50 to 100 V/µsec. The dv/dt capability of an 
SCR can be increased by a shorted-emitter design using an 
aluminum disk to cause a partial shorting of p2 and n2 
regions; this implies a by-pass of some turn-on current (1). 
Voltage triggering occurs when a blocking junction 
approaches its avalanche breakdown voltage point. As is 
well known, a junction avalanches when minority carriers in 
the space-charge layer are accelerated to a sufficient speed 
such that their collisions with the lattice result in the 
creation of more hole-electron pairs, i.e., carrier multi-
plication occurs. 
Gate Turn-On 
The triggering methods described in the preceding 
section represent undesired triggering methods in normal SCR 
operation. Intentional triggering is generally performed by 
16 
a gate pulse~ To trigger an SOR into its cond·Lwtir.;g state 9 
the blocking ~junction ,J2 {Fi{?;ure J(h)) must; be d.it'3cha.rgedo 
' 
Discharge is accomplished by i.:r1creasing the conc:er2.1;:ration 
of ~ajority .carriers adjacent to J2~ As indicated in 
equr;J,,tion · (2·-9) it is necessary only to inc:r·ease Ig i.n order 
to i~itiate .switching aotiono However, the load current IA 
through an SCR d.oes not respond i.nmH~d:i.a'tel:y to th.e appli-
cation of gate eu.:rren.to IA can be charactex·ized by a delay 
periocl t, 
(1 
and a rise :per:iod ( F·1· g~·1Y'P !) ) , . ~ .1.} .t.. ...,.. r o 
t 
(ti) RESISTIVE LOAD Cb) INDUCTIVE LOAD 
:B'igure 4 o 
J)e1ay time is defined Ets the t:une between the ten per 
cent point of tho lead:Lng edge of the gate current }Tt..1lse and 
the ten per cent point th.e anode voltage vvaveformo 
S 11n J .. l a.r ·to -t.~ .. 01: 
J. 
as th13 amplitude 
of the gate current pulse :Ls :increased 9 but ap:pr'oaches a 
m.inimu.rn v1-1lue of This 
can be .If the gate is biased. 
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with a step function of current, electrons inject into base 
p2 and diffuse toward J2 which they reach after the base 
transit time of p2 (t"' 2 = w
2 ,./2Dn where WP" is the width of 
_t.l pc. ~ JC:. 
p2 and Dn:-the diffusion constant of electrons). These 
electrons are swept in n1 and consequently holes are in-
jected from p1 to n1 to maintain charge balanceo They 
diffuse and reach J2 after the base transit time of n2 and 
are swept into p2, causing an increase in injected electrons 
by JJ. This process continues until the current is limited 
by the loado Thus, the minimum td is equal to the swn of 
the base transit timeso As a consequence of their wide base 
widths, high-voltage SCRs have longer delay and turn-on 
times than low-voltage SCRso 
Rise time tr (Figure 4) is defined as the time required 
for the anode voltage to drop from 901~ to 10% of its initial 
value. In a pvrely resistive circuit the current will rise 
in the same manner as the voltage falls o Rise time, as well 
as delay time 1 tends to be reduced by a large gate drive 
within the allowable gate dissipation ratings of the SCR. 
If IA>> Ig in a resistive circuit, experimental turn-on-
current data can be approximated by the expression 
i = A exp[a(t - td)J ( 2-14) 
where A and a are constm1ts (1)o 
In an inductive circuit the rate of increase of current 
will be mainly determined by the time constant of the 
circuito Inductance decreases tr" However, one must be 
caref1.,1l vvi th the duration of the gate signal to avoid II slow 
18 
switching" ( 3) • 
Total turn-on time is defined as t
0
n = td + tr. For an 
all-diffused and an alloy-diffused SCR structure the typical 
values of t
0
n are between 1 and 3 µsec; for a planar 
structure of an SCR ( small-current SCR) t
0
n = 1 µ,sec. 
Di/dt Effect 
Gate turn-on is initiated in a small area near the gate, 
causing that part of the device, for a short time, to be ON 
and the remainder to be OFF with a voltage drop across SCR 
of several volts. The current during this period is space-
charge limited by the mobile carriers. Consequently, fast-
rising-currents cause heat to be generated at a very rapid 
rate and can readily cause failure in a large area device 
owing to a hot spot. For this reason, the rate of rise of 
anode current di/dt must be limited. 
A saturable reactor in series with the SCR during 
turn-on switching interval will greatly reduce switching 
dissipation in the SCR (4). Attempts have been made to 
increase the di/dt capability of an SCR by increasing the 
number of gate injection points to avoid a hot spot. The 
gate drive requirements increased rapidly as gates were 
added. Usually SCRs have maximum allowable di/dt = 50 to 
150 A/µ,sec, but the International Rectifier's new "acceler-
ated cathode excitation SCR" has di/dt = 800 A/1,,tsec (5). 
It should be mentioned that except for radar pulse modulators 
and high-frequency inverters, the load itself provides only 
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about 5 A/µ,sec at the most. But an RC network which is 
placed in parallel with the SCR to suppress the dv/dt effect, 
when discharged into the SCR can provide a very stringent 
di/dt to the device (6). 
When an SCR must handle a large current in a short time 
in order to increase the di/dt capability of a device, there 
are special requirements for gate drive signal. The same 
requirements are imposed for high-frequency operation 
(usually tr= 0.1 µsec of a gate signal). 
Turn-Off Mechanism a.i.vid Specifications 
The turn-off process is generally initiated by reducing 
the load current to a value less than the holding current or 
by reversing the current flow through the structure. During 
this process excess minority~ and majority-carrier charge in 
the regions must be swept out by an electric field (in the 
vicinity of the reverse-biased J1 and J.3) or decay by 
recombination (in the vicinity of the forward-biased J2). 
The current waveform can be divided into four regions 
(Figure 5). In region I the reverse current IR is limited 
only by the external circuit impedance. When the excess 
minority carrier concentration at JJ reaches zero (time t 1), 
its space-charge layer begins to widen and JJ becomes 
reverse-biased; in this region (II) IR decays until the 
relatively low avalanche-breakdown voltage of JJ is reached 
(t2 ) when the voltage across JJ becomes essentially a 
constant voltage drop in series with p2-n1-p1, which still 
.. t ~~ VFI ,· . :::,...J O t 
gg VR -------0-----------








Figure 5a waveforms During 
Tu.r·n~··off 
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looks like a iahort Circu.:U;a At time t
3 
the exceEH:J holes at 
J·1 reach z.ero ~ the voltage aero ss J""'! beg:i.n.13 to bu:L}.d up a11d 
the current dec:a;ys to its steady=state blocking va1ueo In 
most praotioal cases .IC:he reverse blocking capab:Llity of !.;T3 
Pig:tire 60 Tb.e t,irne du:r.ing which reverse recovery 
(:.l?.Z·J~8JJ.t; Ir:i 
.u. 
ovvra in the SCH ( t 3 to 
vv:.t:t,ex~e, I.n tL:ts 
~C1~ 
de tJ_ to of i,·bs peak value) is the 
t",.,.0.0 This is thtCJ time requ::i.rert before 
..l',.,,J, 
rev:::irr:1e ·voltage o 
The tim.e of an t:lCR toff 1.s c1efi.ned. as the 
sJ:1ortest i,nter-VPL1 l::.,etween the time when forward currer1t 
reapp1i.ed forward. voltage without tu:r.n.ing ono Th.e circuit 
Figure 60 SCR Waveforms for 
Turn-off Time 
Measurements 
The toff is determined. primarily by recombination of the 
holes in base n1 and using the charge controlled analysis 
it can be shoV'm that for most high voltage SCRs it is ( 1): 
21 
( 2-· 1 5) 
where ,.p is the lifetime of holes 1 IF is the forward current 
of the SCR~ I l. ,~ .L.· .. :, u ,::, !;.d.8 
n 
holding current of the SCRo 
01:iviously~ 'Tn is the primary controlling factoro It 
)~ 
can be decreased by diffusing gold into the wafer during 
the me.11ufactur:Lng processo For high-frequency SCRs, toff 
must be as fjma11 1.::;,s possible; consequently 1 in this case, 
Tp should be small and IH largeo The recombination current 
can be neglected in comparison with the reverse recovery 
current o 'fims 9 with low-reverse=impe,dance circuits trr 
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(usually a few microseconds) is a small part of toff for 
which typical values are between 20 and 80 µsecG For 
high-frequency SCRs toff is less (~p ~ 5 µsec in this case) 
(7). 
Turn-off time was measured under specified.conditions 
because it depends on several parai;neters (4), (8)0 It will 
increase with: 
- an increase in junction temperature, TJ 
- an increase in forward current amplitude, iF' 
- an increase in the rate of decay of forward current 
(diF/dt)out (t 2 to t 3), 
a decrease in peak reverse current, 
- a decrease in reverse voltage, 
- an increase in the rate of reapplication of forward 
blocking voltage, 
- an increase in forward blocking voltagea 
Turn-off time can be decreased somewhat by a negative 
gate bias voltageo An external shunt gate resistance can 
also reduce toff by assisting in recovering stored charge 
by raising the anode holding current and by requiring higher 
anode current to initiate re-triggering which, in fact, is 
an increasing in the circuit turn-off time, tc (4)o 
CHAPTER III 
SOME CALCULATIONS AND CONCURRENT 
CHARACTERIZATION OF 
HIGH-FREQUENCY SCRS 
Calculations of the Theoretical 
Frequency Limitation 
The maximum operating frequency fm of an SCR depends on 
all the important SCR dynamic parameters, but primarily on 
turn-off time. But; because toff' as has been shown, 
depends on several parameters, fm implicitly depends on all 
these parartleterso Thus, in practice, for specified con-
ditions fm can be found from the concurrent characteristics 
of a high-frequency SCR, which will be considered latero 
However, an estimate of the theoretical-frequency limitation 
may be. obtained without such characteristics (1)o 
A-C Circuits 
A circuit turn-off ratio, which gives the fraction of 





where tc is circuit turn-off time and T is a period of output 
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· waveform (Figure 7),, 
tc J_ 
Ro: 1< 2 
Figure 7 o P,n Example of an. a~c Circuit With SCR 
Since, as is well known, tc 2· t 0 :ff j the maximum 
operating frequency fm is approached when the SCH tun1°-off 
time equals the circuit turn, .. off time~ or t +'-'-' '"~ \, o This 
O., .. [ -
condition asswnes that the dv/dt capability of the SCR is 
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not limiting, and it neglects the time to reach zero current 
I 
T"dild~T;;:t (t 2 to t 3 in Figure 6)0 t = Subs ti tut j_ng 
+ - + q~d T -V _ - lf ""~f ,._,,..L.l. -· 
i..: O! equ.ation ( 3°·" 1) D one can obtain 
(3-2) 
'N.1" er 0 ·'-, J..l " v0 .p-f' is the SCR tu..x'n-.,off time under the specified • J .. ..! .. 
condition .• 
In practice the dv/dt capability of an SCR at its 
operating junction temperati.;1.re may be frequency-·limi tingo 
Since the sig:nal 1 s (dv/dt;) . r:r should be less than SCR 0 s 
S1.t.:, 
dv/dt r one may determine that in a-=c circuits with a sinu-
soidal driving voltage and a resistive load, fm is 1:i.mi ted 
by the equation ( 3-~2) and the following rel a tiong 
where Em is a peak voltage of the supply o Usually the 
first condition is more severe than the second oneo 
In order to obtain fm for d-c circuits (actually 
circuits with d-c supply) such as choppers and inverters 
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one should calculate the total. circuit forward recovery 
time tfr (Figure 6P t 2 to t 10 )o In the cases of time-ratio 
modulation (Figure 8) and pulse=width modulation the limit 
condition of fm is approached when t
0 
"" tof:t.;""""-+ OFF time o 
In d-c circuits \:,, is a design variable determine a. by the 
time constant of the circuito As an example, consider the 
chopper circuit of Figure 8 (L
0 
simulates the inductance 
effective in the circuit during the early part of the 
reVE=Jrse recovery interval.) o 
-E ·' 





If one assumes the following circuit parameters: 
E = 400V, RL= 8 ohms, Im =E/R1 = 50A, (di/dt)out =-Ve/Le= 
= 25.A/µsec, the total circuit forward recovery time is 
26 
(3-4) 
Assume tllat the SOR is specified at its operating junction 
temperature for toff = 20 µsec and an initial dv/dt = 50V~sec.. 
Then, if the maximum ,SOR capability is to be limiting, one 
may substitute limiting-device parameters for operating-
circuit parameters by taking tc = toff and dE/dt = dv/dt, 
or 
tfr. = ~~ + 20 + 4ig = 2 + 20 + 8 = JOµsec. 
min 
If a duty oycle of ON/(ON +OFF)= 50% is required, and if 
the total circuit OFF is consumed .by tfr. , 
min 
theoretical circuit operating frequency is 
10 6 = 2030 = 16.6 kHz f = 1 m 2tf r . min 
Heat Generation Calculations 
Introduction 
the maximum 
Electrical energy is converted to heat, which must be 
dissipated to the heatsink, because of the following elec-
trical power losses: 1. forward cbnduction losses, 
2. reverse and forward blocking losses, 3. switching losses, 
4o gate dissipation (triggering) losses, and sometimes 
5. transient losses (due to changing the load or main source 
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voltage). 
Forward conduction losses are the major source of a 
junction heating for a normal duty cycle and low frequencie& 
However, for high operating frequencies or very steep (high 
di/dt) current waveforms turn-on switching losses must be 
considered .. 
Forward Conduction Power DissiEation 
The average forward conduction power dissipation Pc may 
be calculated from 
(3-5) 
where the SCR is in its ON state between the angles o:, and 
a+'f.. If the current waveform is represented by i = Ipsin~ 
(where Ip is the peak forward current) then using equations 
(2-13) and (3-5) it was found for SCRs (for which o:,+'±'=n) 
(2) 
where the mean value of current is 
Ti I 
~ Ipsin~d~ = ! sin2 ~ 
a, 
If Rf is difficult to measure it can be eliminated by 
measuring the mean forward voltage drop across SCR 
TT 
. 1 \ 






Manufacturers O SCR specification sheets contt:dn averatr.te . , 
forward. power dissipation PAV == average forward r.n1rren.t 
I AV curves for various conduction an@:les o:f ~3GR. and for 
sinusoidal current waveformso n1e;y are conservative for 
rect::::111.gu.lar waveforms with the same average \ra1ue r1x1d. 
conduction anglea 
At l .r:> . • , T1 rv t· , ··1 . .ow .i.requencies 9 assuming r AV "" ;cna.;. average power 
dissipation o:f an SCR:ll and using PAV ,= I AV rp """ I .. ,..., -~v 
,., ii 
curves ( T0 is ittHximum aJ.lowable case temperature) i one may 
determine the required thermal resistance of the SCR heatsinko 
Reverse and. Fo:rward Blockinp: Losses 
~~.. 'Q,--="¢·''''"""'~.:;·r.o~=:c=.,==-.==-"""=~-r-...-->t:':1:1:'-....,IUt:",,~~~ 
Reverse or forward. blocking curre:n.t at any given 
junction temperature as a f1..u1ction of voltage can be 
approximated by the expression (Figure 9) ( 1) ~ 
( }-9) 
•n•her· r.::, T .,; ,·, ·1' r1+c:,. "'('8"".+ C"i,'V'"1"'(.··,-nt V"".'1 ·'r .. ,·1~. ·n.o I, <., ..l.Q . .L D ._ .. ,, ll ·,_ . .1 .. ,,. •.JJ ,., <hl, .•. ;;.s... , _ . J i, gate current 9 vR is 
of 
~~: (l 
m1 = !1. 6v 
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Thus, the average reverse blocking power dissipation is: 
Vp s~ 2 PRB = 2n (I0 sine + mVpsin e)de (3-10) 
a. 
where the SCR is in its blocking state between the angles 
a and ~· 
In the same manner one may calculate the average forward 
blocking power dissipation PFB by using corresponding elec-
trical angleso The total blocking losses PB are, of course, 
equal to the sum PRB and PFBo 
Turn-On Switching Loss 
The accurate power dissipation during a turn-on interval 
could be found by multiplying the curves for v and i in 
Figure 4. It was pointed out that the total turn-on time 
depends on several circuit parameters, as well as on the SCR 
structureo Therefore, it is difficult to find the turn-on 
loss analyticallyo But voltage and current oscillograms 
taken during an experiment can be integrated numerically to 
find the turn-on energy (9)o .Also, if the L/R time constant 
of the circuit is appreciably longer than the turn-on time 
of the SCR, the turn-on switching power loss will be negli-
gible. However, if the L/R time constant is short so that 
the build-up of current is .determined by the collapse of 
voltage across the SCR, the average turn-on power dissipation, 
PON' can be predicted by the following formula (2): 
-6 
PON= f O VA• IA O Oo65 ° 10 W ( 3-11 ) 
where f is operating frequency~ VA is anode voltage 
immediately prior to switching, and IA is m1ode current 
immediately after switchingo 
Turn-Off Switchin£ Loss 
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As was previously discussed, during the reverse recovery 
time, trr' an SOR reverse recovery cn.;i,rre:nt 9 In flows (li'igu.:res 
5 and 6). This current produces a power dissipation of a 
turn-off interval o The shape of this current and e:onse-
querttly the turn-off loss depends on the nat1:i.re of the 
circuit o If the reverse blocking capability of the j'u.:nction 
J3 is riegligible the shapo of IR in an SCR. i.s si.m:Lla.r to the 
IR in, a diode (10) o Ii,or instanee 9 :for a half=-wave rectifier 
with an inductive-resistive loa.d. the voltage and current 







The time period ts (the junction recovery time) depends 
upon the device .. During ts, IR is controlled by the circuit 
components, ioeo, IR follows exactly the circuit current, 
the semiconductor is practically a conductor. After ts the 
device asswnes a resistive character. During the time 
period tf ( the bulk recovery time), the current is determined 
by the diffusion process, i.eo, tf and IR do not depend on 
the type of circuit used. Using the diffusion equation for 
a p-n junction, it was found that, if maximum values of 
forward and reverse current are adjusted to be equal, then 
t f = 0 0 2 2 8 'l" p ( 3- 1 2 ) 
where 'l"p is the lifetime of holes (1). (For an SCR one 
considers holes in n1.) 
It is known that, depending on the ratio ts:tf there 
are two types of diode commutation behavior during reverse 
recovery time: snap-off and tail-off type (soft recovery) 
(11). SCRs generally have the former type though they do 
not have a severe snap characteristic. Empirically it has 
been found that ts~ 0.6trr for a nwnber of different com-
mutation conditions (4). Usually, trr lasts a few micro-
seconds. It should be stressed that turn-off loss is less 
than turn-on loss. In the worst case, i.e., a soft recover~ 
the turn-off loss in a diode is: 
(3-13) 
where QR is the total stored charge and Eis the circuit 
reverse voltage. In the case of SCRs, since Poff occurs 
mostly during tf, according to Figure 10: 
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tf ( 3-" 'j 4) 
As in the case of turn-··On enei'g;t ~ -the energy d:i.ssipa.ted 
during turn"·off intervr::J,1 ean be found exr)e tally ( 9). 
In Figure 11 is shown a distribution of ma:L:n losses of rm 
SCR subjected. to high-.. frequency operation" The results were 
found experimentally ( 9) o 
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A Distribution of Losses 
for H:Lgh---Pr(0quen(::;y-
Operr1.ti.on 
r:f~he heat generated in tlrn gate region of an SCR c2 .. n be 
calculated in much the r:::arn.e manner as outlined for anode·· 
to·=cathode heat calculations { ·1) o 
tb.an the average povver should, generc~.1ly 9 bf, used for 
calculation of heating. For the medium current high-
frequency SCRs one might estimate the gate and blocking 
losses together to have a value of one watt. However, a 
great deal of heat can be generated in the gate circuit if 
the reverse avalanche voltage of the gate-to-cathode 
junction is exceeded. 
Transient Heating 
If the load impedance or source voltage is instan-
taneously changed, the voltage across the SCR decays and 





where VM, VF are instantaneous voltages before and after 
switching, respectively; I 19 IM are instantaneous current 
before and after switching, respectively; tr is rise time. 
The average transient power can be determined by 
integrating the product of v and i over the surge period. 
Concurrent Characterization of the SCR 
Dynamic Parameters for High 
Frequency Operation 
When SCRs are to be used in inverters and choppers or 
for high-frequency applications there exists a combined 
effect of the three most important dynamic parameters: the 
rate of voltage rise dv/dt, the turn-off time toff and the 
rate of current rise di/dto 
When SCRs are subjected to current pulses with high 
di/dt (10 to 100 .A/µsec), incomplete utilization of the 
device junction area may exist, which results in an in-
creased forward voltage dropa Consequently, power losses 
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are increased which result in higher junction temperatures 
(Tj)o Both turn-off time and dv/dt capability decrease with 
increasing Tjo Therefore, the presence of hot spots caused 
by localized heating, may cause circuit malfunction even 
though the specified value of any one of the three dynamic 
parameters was not exceeded from the standpoint of indi-
vidual characterizationo Thus, the need for the concurrent 
characterization is apparento 
Pulse Operation Test 
Conventional turn-off time testing is an experiment 
which is performed with a low-level (10A), relatively long 
current pulse (50µse.c) (4) (S)o In order to take into 
account a localized heating due to hot spots a method of 
test has been developed which simulates the duty imposed by 
actual pulse applications in that dv/dt, di/dt and toff 
effects are combined simultaneously (12)o This is the pulse 
operation test for measuring the pulsed turn-off time toffa 
Figure 12 shows the current and voltage waveforms applied 
to the SCR during the t ff testo 
0 p 
Figure '12. Current and Voltage 
waveforms for toff 
Test p 
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The toff test data was obtained using a current pulse 
p 
of 100A peak with a base width of 20µsec ( ·12) o AXJ. RLC 
circuit is used to produce a desired current pulseo A 
linear dv/dt of forward blocking voltage is employed since 
it presents a moJ.'e severe condition to the test device. In 
devices which develop hot spots under pulse operation the 
t f'·r.. may be three to four ti.mes longer than the conventional 
0 .L 'D 
,J; 
turfr,~off time t f'"o 
0 I 
A so-called interd;ynamic factor, LFo = t
0
f 1./toff is p 
defined. Ideal LFo = 1 for medium currento General 
Electric Company 0 s SCRs C140 and 0141 have LRo == ·1, L,eo, 




As a result of concurrent characterization 1 these SCRs 
can be operated in inverter and chopper circuits to extreme 
frequencies (about 25kHz), power and case temperatures 
which, with conventional SCRs, are impossible to attaino 
High-Frequency Ratings 
36 
The methods used for developing ratings on conventional 
SCRs cannot be used for high-frequency SCRs since switching 
losses must be consideredo The problem is further compli-
cated by the fact that the effective junction area is time 
dependent which creates major problems in determining the 
forward conducting voltage drop of an SCR (VAK.) and thermal 
impedance (junction-case), normally used in rating calcu-
lationso This VAK. is not only time dependent, but it also 
depends on the initial blocking voltage level and the 
applied gate trigger signalo The thermal impedance is 
difficult to calculate and even more difficult to measure 
in microsecond time rangeo Consequently, peak junction 
temperature Tjp cannot be readily determinedo Concurrent 
characterization through the pulse turn-off time test 
provides a means to control Tjpo 
High-Frequency Performance Curves 
As was previously discussed, low-frequency SCRs curves 
are primarily based on forward conduction power losseso 
Therefore, for high-frequency operation low-frequency curves 
are useless. Thus j for special high-frequency SCRs manu-
facturers1 specification sheets contain high-frequency 
performance curves; the principle of concurrent 
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characterization of the dynamic characteristics has been 
employed in the development of such curves (13). 
Peak Current Rating Curves 
Pulse turn-off time depends on many parameters, almost 
the same as conventional toff" This implies that the peak 
forward current IPK of an SCR used for high-frequency 
operation depends on the same parameters for specified toff. 
p 
If such dependence is denoted by!, one may write 
where Tc is maximum case temperature of SCR; PW is pulse 
base width of forward conducting current, iF; G~ is gate 
drive characteristics; VFXM' VRX' VRXM are forward and 
reverse voltages across SCR (Figure 13). 
For a given SCR the last six parameters in equation 
(3-17) are specified (which requires specified corresponding 
circuit parameters) and, therefore, IPK depends on first four 
variables, only. For sinewave iF the peak current and pulse 
width of iF determine di/dt; so in this case, the peak 
current curves are plotted for variable f and PW, for 
several values of Tc· When necessary the values of Tc may 
be re-plotted so that interpolation for other values of Tc 
may be easily performed. Also, for some specified PW an 
interpolation for all frequencies may be obtained • .An 
example of such curves for the SCR C140 and C141 is given 
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In Figure 14 are shown the energy curves for c·140 and. 
C141 (7)o From these curves one may obtain, for required 
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Multiplication of Wpp by f yields average anode 
dissipation PA which involves forward conduction loss as 
well as switching losseso Adding the gate and blocking 
losses (about 1W) to PA one may obtain the total power 
dissipation PT which ought to be used to determine the 




where TA is ambient temperature, and Tc was specified by 
using peak current curveso 
For iF waveforms similar to, but not sinusoidal, other 
energy curves are given, tobo 
Derivation of High-Frequency Performance Curves 
Application of the pulse operation test over a wide 
range of pulse base widths, repetition rates, peak currents 
and case temperature results in rating curves of the type 
shown in Figure 140 At the wider values of PW, switching 
losses are small since diF/dt is lowo At the shorter PW the 
curves were developed through the use of concurrent charac-
terizationo The values of toff and dv/dt are held constant 
throughout at their factory tested valueso Whereas, allowing 
a longer toff would result in higher IPK without loss of 
commutation, this practice results in higher peak junction 
temperatureo In the interests of long term device stability 
higher peak junction temperature should be avoidedo Thus, 




Curves for Non-Sinewave iF 
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It should be stressed that for high-frequency operation 
a rectangular waveshape of iF must be avoided since a 
rectangular pulse of. power will always raise the temperature 
higher than any other pulse shape having the same peak and 
average valueo But trapezoidal current waveforms are 
acceptable and corresponding curves for high-frequency, high-
current SCR (General Electric C-158) were developed (9)o 
Unlike the sinewave, di/dt is not determined with known 
IPK and PW for trapezoidal waveformso Therefore, in ·this 
case a set of curves is required for each value of di/dto 
Since the dynamic effects of switching losses on SCR 
operation were difficult to predict quantitatively an 
inverter test circuit has been developed to study these 
power losses and SCRs were subjected to various switching 
conditions ( 9) o 
Design Considerations of High-Frequency SCRs 
In order to make an SCR with high di/dt and dv/dt 
capabilities and short toff a delicate balance must be 
maintained among several factorso 
For increasing dv/dt capability, a shorted-emitter 
design is employed which prevents the capacitive current 
through the SCR from reaching the switching point during 
the application of a fast rising voltageo Some of this 
current is by-passed through the shorted emitter. 
Short turn-off time is accomplished through control 
of the carrier's lifetime rp; it is achieved through the 
diffusion of gold into the silicon pellet. 
For high di/dt capability in a high-frequency SCR, 
a distributed gate area (or several gates) is used to 
enlarge the initial area of turn-ono 
Control of the above mentioned items is a compromise. 
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Emitter shorting raises gate trigger currentso Short life-
time decrease toff' but increases blocking currents, thereby 
reducing blocking voltage ratings, and also increases 
forward voltage drop VAK.o 
CHAPTER IV 
HIGH-FREQUENCY GENERATORS WITH SCRS 
General Considerations 
Classification 
A high-frequency generator is basically a frequency 
changer device, it changes the main supply frequency to a 
high-frequency signal. Therefore, it can be a rectifier-
inverter or cycloinverter. 
The basic classification of inverter-converter circuits 
is based on methods of turn-off (4)Q For instance, in 
class A, commutation is performed by resonating the load; 
in class C, by C or LC switched by a load carrying SCR; in 
class~ by a-c line (cycloinverters). 
Two main classes of inverters are parallel and series. 
In the parallel inverter (class C) a constant current is 
effectively switched from one transformer winding to anothe~ 
This type is very useful at frequencies below about 1000 Hz, 
but for higher frequencies it is not suitable. The reasons 
are: 1. rectangular wave of current, which implies that 
SCRs are subjected to high di/dt, 2. the energy used to 
turn-off an SCR is lost and represents a considerable loss 
of power as the frequency of operation is raised, and 
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3. similar to the d-c or chopper circuits (Figure 8), the 
circuit turn-off time tc is a small part of the full cycle, 
i.e., the maximum. theoretical frequency is relatively low. 
On the other hand, the series inverter (class C) is the most 
suitable for high-frequency operation, i.e., above about 
1000 Hz, because of the need for an LC resonant circuit 
which carries the full load current. 
The Series Inverter 
For high-frequency operation the series inverter has 
several advantages over the parallel type: 1. the current 
through an SCR is nearly sinusoidal and, therefore, the 
initial di/dt is relatively low, 2. the commutation energy 
is not lost since the current flowing into and out of the 
commutating capacitor traverses the load and thereby 
delivers energy to it, 3. similar to the a-c circuits 
(Figure 7), toff of an SCR may be a substantial part (10% 
to 25%) of the full cycle, and 4o if the inverter is 
properly designed, SCRs switch at a point in the cycle where ·, 
load current is at a low value, thus minimizing switching 
losses in SCRs. 
The simplest form of the series inverter are the reso-
nant turn-off circuits shown in Figure 15 ( 14 ), ( 4). 
In Figure 15(a) when the SCR is fired a step of voltage 
is applied to the resonant circuit and a half-cycle of a 
sinusoidal current flowso As the current attempts to 
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Figure ·150 The Simplest Series Inverters 
thro1,1.gh the lcad.o 
The voltage across the loa~ vc(t), when SCR is ON is: 






j ,J ,,_,, ~,-t"" ..Cl is the corner resonant frequency, 
6 -- is the dampi:n.g factor 9 
'±' --
When SCR is 0:F'J:i" 
(4-2) 
where V,"t; ~, 2E i.s 
I~ 
t1rn maximum value f '·y,v (-'-' 1· . 0~ C 1, J .r:t equation 
(4-1). The circuit works only if: 
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or R>JViTc. (4-3) 
In Figure 15(b) when SCR1 is turned off, SCR2 should be 
fired. The current through the circuit on firing SCR1 is 
where wr = r/ 1/LC - R2 / 4L2 • The circuit works only if 
Applications 
1 R2 - >-LC 4L2 
or R < 2 VL/C 
There are many applications of SCR high-frequency 
generators: 
(4-5) 
1. Ultrasonic cleaning, welding, and mixing equipment. 
2. Induction heaters. 
3. Radio transmitters in the VLF and LF band. 
4. Sonar transmitters. 
5. D-0 to d-c converters where .~he advantages of light 
" 
weight, small size, low cost, and fast response due 
to the high-frequency link are very apparent. For 
instance: power supplies for computers, telephone 
equipment, radio transmitters, and battery chargers. 
6. Step~up cycloinverter supplies. For instance: 
variable frequency constant-volt-second a-c supplies 
for driving a-c motors; h-f fluorescent lighting 
supplies for fluorescent lamp dimmers. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Using SCRs 
Instead of Tubes in h-f Generators 
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There are several advantages of using SCRs over tubes 
in h-f equipment (15). The conversion efficiency line to 
high-frequency signal is higher for the SCR generator com-
paring to tube generators. A second advantage is the elimi-
nation of high voltages, iaeo, high-voltage transformers. 
Then, SCR generators have reduced size and weight (sometimes 
by a factor four); it results in lower heat losses. Heat 
and high voltage are a prime cause of failure in electronic 
equipment. Low voltage F.md low operating temperatures 
result in high reliability. SCR generators do not require 
delays caused by warm-up or start-up time. Also, they have 
larger power handling ability than tube generators. 
The disadvantages of SCR h-f generators in comparing 
to tube types areg limited operating frequency range and 
producing of radio-frequency noise due to almost ideal 
switching characteristics of SCRs. 
A Short Description of Several 
High-Frequency Generators 
Using SCRs 
Thomson's Audio-Frequency Inverter 
An audio-frequency (10 kHz) series inverter with a 
load connected in series with the commutating capacitor was 
first proposed by Thomson (16), but there are, also, a few 
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more articles concerning its applications (17), (18), (1)a 
The original circuit is shown. in Figure 16 (a)~ however, the 
practical generator circuit (in Fig1,1.re 16 (b)) ha:3 a center-· 
tapped capacitor, which, while not altering the basic circuit 
action, reduces the ripple current flowing from the supply. 
SCRI 




Figure 160 Original B.YJ.d Pract.i.cal Basic Circuit of 
the .Thompson° s Inverter 
.Ass1.,1.II1e SCR1 (Figure 'J6(b)) is conducting a.11d1 as the 
current tries to reverse it turns off and is reverse biased 
by some VX volts. After a time delay 1 td, SCR2 is fired, 
applyih.g positive voltage to the left-~hand side of the loa.do 
Simultaneously a voltage is. developed across the bottom 
section of the choke of a polarity which drives the ~cathode 
of SCR·i more positive with·respec·t to its anode during a:r1 
intrinsic time delay, txa The waveforms of the voltages 
across SCR2 and the pure resisti,ve load are shown in 
Figure 170 The circuit turn-off time is equal to td + tx• 
For operation of the circuit, the condition (4-5) must be 
satisfied. 
11 
Voc-+-Vx I -------, ---------
• ~ I : I I I td-t t-
0 + - - - -..L I T - - -- L 
V,cl ·~ ----H----, ·- ----~--t 
I ~I. SCR 2 I l 1 
I I Foucni, I 
I I 11 SCR 1 .1 
I CONDUCT! NG 
(a.) SCR 2 VOLTAGE WAVEFORM 
-t 
( b) CURRENT THROUGH R 
Figure '17 a ldea,lized Waveforms of 
the Thom.son°s 
Inverter 
The circuit dE:iscr:i.bed was used for high-<frequency 
applications ( n) g for a d=c to cl-c converter; for an 
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ul tra.soni.c generator dri.v:i.ng a magnetrostrictive transducer 
( in thL1 case freq1..1.ency doubling is achieved by coupling 
the load to the center-,tapped inductor) o 
Without special precautions, the inverter will develop 
a short circuit across d~c supply with light loadso At the 
oth.('H' extreme 1 if load resistance is too low )l circuit Q 
becomes very high and can lead to excessive voltage on the 
SCRs; thus, this inverter requires high-voltage SCRs. A 
shortcoming more is that the circuit has poor load regula-
tion since the load sees a constant-current source; also, 
the inverter is sensitive to reactive loads. 
Sequential Inverter 
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This is a type of inverter (also proposed by Thomson 
(19)) that uses several previously described series inver-
ters. The SCRs are triggered sequentially giving relatively 
long rest periods between anode-current pulses. Turn-off 
time of SCRs can be long; thus, SCRs with poor dynamic 
characteristics may be used in audio frequency inverters, 
or high speed SCRs may be used for radio transmitters in the 
VLF and LF band. 
Figure 18 shows a circuit consisting of five simple 
inverters. 
The gates are triggered sequentially 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 1, 2, etc. One of the requirements of this 
circuit is that the resonant circuit Q be high enough so 
that the voltage, to which each capacitor is charged, is 
greater than the peak voltage across the transformer 
primary. High power operation is limited to approximately 
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Figure 180 Sequential Inverter 
and Its Waveforms 
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This t;ype of inverter was developed to drive a magneto-
strictive transducer of the spaced lamination type, for a.n 
ultra:sonic cleaning generator (20)a The basic circuit (in 
:B'igure 19(a)) has a constant0···current source supp.Ly:u:1.g a 
parallel resonance circuit ar1d a. loada A d-c blocking 
capacitor CBL was placed in series with the load since the 
transducer rEiquires a d-c bias current in order to increase 
the transducer effi.ci.encya 
Figure 19(b) shows how the transducer z1 was connected 
into the circuit so that not only high--frequency voltage but 
also d-c bias r:urrent is supplied by the inverter a Because 
the transducer is a highly inductive load, the value of 
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( Q} ( b) 
Fig1.1re 'l 9o The Basic Pa:rallel Rer::wna.nt Circuit; 
CBL is chosen such that partial power correc-tio:n is ach.:i.eved 
in orcle:r to :ndl.uc:e the a=c tranE:idu.cer irrrped:a:oee o The 
constant-~curre:nt source wi:1s E.:.,,ccomplishc<t 
voJ.. ta.ge source and the choke Lp having a. high 
. ~ 
:unp ed .. anc G 
the operating :frequ.enc;y- o 
AGsu.me the resonant circuit capacitor CR with a. zero 
charge and SCH in its OFli' s'tfite a 
cr.~rt;a:in. value 1; a trigger 
it to go in~o conductiona 
nov11 discharge througb. the inductor LR and 
:revi::,;:·:30 di.rectiono 'rli.e SCH will turn. 
0 the 
povvE~r s-uJ::s,pl;y- t:1:rid then begins to cha.rge up i:n a positive 
d.i.1:ect;io:r:~ tii~ t:l1e ·beg·i11J1.i.x1g o:f 1~~ t18\V cycl.ea TJ1.e operatir1g 
The prr.tctic;al :inverter an.d wrtvefonns of its princi.pe,l 










( C1 ) 
Figure 200 Fry 1 s Ultrasonic Generator Circuit 
and Its waveforms 
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The trigger signal for the SCR was taken, across feed-
back circuits, from the points ·1 and 2 (in Figu_re 20(a)), 
since the signals in these points have the correct phase 
relationship to fire the SCR. Due to the feedback circuits 
the generator has the automatic frequency tracking (AFT) 
characteristic because the operating frequency f
0 
follows 
changes in the reso:n.ant frequen(~Y of the transducer when 
water level is char1ged due to ob;jects being placed in the 
clearting tank. Also, by changing the resistance of R2, f 
0 
is ma,nually ad;justable from ·16 to 21 kHz" The genera tor 
was designed for ultrasonic clea...n.ingj only a In comparison 
with corresponding tube type generators it possesses the 
previously mentioned generei advantages plus automatic 
frequency tracking ability which simplifies or completely 
eliminates manual tuning. The overall efficiency was 
increased since the ultrasonic transducer of the generator 
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is a magnetrostrictive device of the spaced lamination type. 
It has reduced the transducer impedance (usually high) as 
seen by the tank, thus improving its matching with radiation 
impedance. 
The generator is not of general purpose typeo It has 
poor load regulation and distorted sinewave output signal. 
Step-Up Cycloinverter With a Synchronous Tap Changer 
Step-up cycloinverters are circuits for conversion of 
power signal from low to high frequencies directly, without 
filtering the low-frequency signal. The advantages of such 
devices comparing to rectifier-inverter systems are elimi-
nating the need for power filter components and commutation 
circuits. The serious disadvantage is: the high-frequency 
has the low-frequency source waveform as an amplitude-
modulation envelope. This distortion needs to be removed 
for many applicationso A synchronous tap changer is used 
for reduction of such distortion (21)o In effect it is an 
active filter (Figure 21(b)) which is believed to have many 
advantages over a passive type filtero 
The synchronous tap changer consists of a transformer 
with number of taps which are selected by a set of SCR 
switcheso The peak value of secondary voltage waveform can 
be held constant if the turns ratio of the transformer is 
varied in proportion to (ioeo, in syncronism with) the input 
envelope. This would require a tap for each cycle of high 







(o) BLOCK DIAGRAM (b) SYNCHRONOUS TAP CHANGER 
Figure 21. Step-up Cycloinverter With a 
Synchronous Tap Changer 
considerations limit the number of taps. 
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The design and optimization of such systems are rather 
complex. 
~!aEr~am O s Hi~h-Fregue~Inverj?_er Using a Single SCR 
The basic circuit (in Figure 22) of this inverter is 
similar to the circuit shown in Figure 15(a) (22). The 
diode D1 serves as a path for reverse current of the 
capacitor Co The inductor L2 simulates the primary induc-
tance of an output transformer. At the cessation of diode 
current energy will still exi st in L2• It is transferred to 
capacitor C asa negative voltage with the period of 
2nVL2C. The next time the SCR is triggered an increase in 
-i 
Figure 220 The Basic Circuit of 
the Single SCH 
Mapham O s Inve,rter 
the circuit curre:o.t will be noticed, because the supply 
voltage has in effect been increased by the o·vershoot 
voltageo The currents and voltages will continue to 
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increase each cycle until equilibriwn is establishedo If 
the triggering period is made greater than 2rr V L,..,C the over= 
C. 
shoot voltage will become of opposite direction to supply 
voltage, thus reducing tb .. e circuit current o In this case 
the output voltage would be a wavy line with a period of 
n Vi2co The diode D2 prevents thato 
The analysi:s of thi.s circuit is complicated, so it was 
made by using a compu tero 
This circui't hi::w many advantages over previous inver= 
ters., A Mapham 0 s inverter with two SCRs will be described 
and analyzed in much more detailo These two inverters have 
similar characteristics and calculations and conclusions 
for the next inverter which are also valid for this oneo 
Of course, the :.inverter with two SCRs can handle wi.th 
larger power than the inve:rter with only one SCRo 
Mapham's High-Frequency Inverter 
Using Two SCRs 
The Features of the Inverter 
The good features of this inverter are (23): 
1. Sine-wave output voltageo 
2a Low switching losses in the SCRso 
3a Absence of misfiring because of the clean waveforms 
producedo 
4o Ability to operate with light or no loadso 
5. Having good load regulation; the load seeing a 
constant-voltage sourceo 
6. Being little sensitve to reactive loads. 
7o No requirements for very high-voltage SCRs when 
operating under heavy loadso 
8. Losing of triggering pulses does not result in a 
short-circuit d-c voltage sourceo 
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The only shortcoming of this inverter is an increase in 
the SCRs required current-:"carrying capacity by roughly 50%0 
The inverter can be used for all previously mentioned 
h-f generator applications at frequencies from about 1 kHz 
up to about 30 kHzo 
Circuit Description 
Figure 23 shows the circuit in its most elementary 
form, whil..e ]\igure 24 and Figu:17e 25 give typical C'ircui t 
waveformso 
Figure 23o The Basic Circuit 
of the Wlapham I s 
Inverter With 
Two SCRs 





Fig1J.re 24. Ou.tput Voltage Wave-
fori:ns for.Different 
Ratios of Resona,nt . 
to 1l'riggering , 
Frequency, f~f0 
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( c) FULL CA!'ACl11Vl LOAD (d) FUL l. INDUCTIVE LOAD 
Figure 25. Circuit Waveforms of: SCR and Diode 
· Current ·( top· trace);. Outpu:t Voltage 
(middle trace); and SCR V:ol -t;age ~ · 
. (bottom trace) 
'i1hu oporfttion of the circuit is as fo~lOWSo When SCR1 
_is ·trigg~·red, .current .flows from the supply E 1 charging up 
c~paci tor ·c t.o a vo_~ ~age a~proaching ?E 1 o • • Tr~e current- then 
revers.es· and flows back to -t~e supply V:ia · dit:.i~e D1 and C. 
disclr.i.,a:rges o Durihg the rt;verse current ±~low,. tu::rn-off 'time 
i_:::1'. p·r'~serited to SCR1 : · SCH2 is trigg_ered _next and a· similar , . 
c;y'tTe. occuri· i:n thci J.o~J6T hrtlf of the .circuit V'J~ t1:, ·a. l~ega:.... · 
· ·bve ·going ·:rulse of voltage· appea,i).ng· across Co .. . .,,. . ... .. .•. 
tr.ig~ered· ·a~ain .an.d sb. the .cycle·s, .repeat, . . .. 
·.·. ·Fi·gur-e.s .2·5(a) "and (q) shDyv· the -circ~j_t wav.ef'.Orms with 
. . . ~ .. . . . . . . 
no .. ~o~_d.·an·a., ful). ·10.1:i.d,: resp~·ct~velyo A ·com;parison· reveals 
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that the output voltage, and peak SCR voltage and current 
remain almost unchangedo 
Figures 25(c) and (d) show the effect of a heavy capac-
itive and inductive load, respectivelyo Neither leading nor 
lagging zero power factor loads have any serious adverse 
effects on this inverter circuito 
Figure 23(b) shows the effect of varying the triggering 
frequency (f
0
) on the output voltage (vc) waveform while 
keeping the resonant frequency (fr) of the LC circuit 
consti:mto Lowest distortion occurs at a ratio of fy!'f
0 
= 1 o 350 
As most practical applications of this inverter need an 
output tri:msformer either for isolation or voltage trans-
formation, the complete analysis ought to assume an induc-
tance 1 0 , simulating the primary inductance of a transformer ,:;. 
across the load Ro Low relative values of L2 drastically 
shorten the turn-off time during starting but otherwise do 
not have a very significant effect on the operation of the 
circuito 
If the inverter has a reactive load the resistive part 
of the load will be used as the load resistor R, while the 
reactive part should be combined with the capacitor C to 
give a new value of Ceq = C ± C" o In Figure 26 is shown how 
a series resistive-inductive load was converted to i:m 








LOAD c": __ I --
( 2 rr f0 )2L_'' 
Figure 26. Conversion of Inductive Load to 
Equivalent Parallel Circuit 
• Circuit Analysis by Using the Computer Lan_euage BASIC 
• 
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In the article (23) the inverter was analyzed by numer-
ically solving the circuit with four differential equations 
by means of a General•Electric 295 Time Sharing Computer, 
'1:he opening and closing o.f the switches representing the 
SCRs and diodes were controlled by current zero-crossings, 
'l'he following assumptions were made: 1, capacitors and 
inductors ·are pure and lossless; 2. SCHs and diodes turn on 
instantaneously 1 have zero voltage drop and there is no 
ow of reverse recovery current; 3. the power su~ply has 
~rnro impedance at all frequencie·s. 
The solution is presented as a set of variables con-
vcrted to normalized or dimensionless form; it enables the 
design data to be presented as a set of universally appli-
ce"ble tables with three variables: R/VL/C, fy,ff
0 
and 1 2/1. 
Th~ following definitions of the parameters are: 
~S - peak steady-state SCR current, 
ID - peak steady-state diode current 9 
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IDC - average steady-state supply current, 
V C - peak steady-state capacitor and load voltage, 
VCrms - root-mean-square steady-state C and R voltage, 
t . min 
worst-case peak SCR forward and diode reverse 
voltage, 
- pulse-width (duty cycle) of steady-state 
SCR current, 
- pulse-width of steady-state diode current and 
steady-state circuit turn-off time (tc) 1 
- worst-case tc (in the first cycle of operation)o 
In designing an inverter one must know: the desired 
output power (S
0
), the desired output frequency (f
0
), the 
desired output waveform, load characteristics (phase angle, 
desired regulations, starting loads), the voltage of the 
power supply (E) and some less important characteristicso 
Design Procedure 
1o Choosing fr/f0 (Figure 24): lower values of fr/f 0 
give shorter tc and higher V3 o 
2. Choosing L2/L: very low values of L2/L (fo exo 10) 
require a low-cost transformer, but tc is shorter. 
J. Choosing full-load R/ V L/C: too low value of full-
load R/VL/C will economize in circulating current, 
but at the expense of tc and load-regulation 
performanceo 
4o Finding IDC: knowing S0 and E and assuming the 
efficiency of the inverter (YI. ~ O. 9), Inc may be 
found from IDC = S0 /2E1 ampso 
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5o Finding V L/C: having chosen f/f
0
, 1 2/L, and 
R/l!L/C the value of IDcVL/C/E may be read off from 
the table. As IDC and E are known, V L/C can be foundo 
60 Voltage and current relations: knowingVL/C and. E, 
the following can be found by multiplying the table 
values of current and voltages ratios by E/VL/C and 
E, respectively: Is, ID' VC and VCrms 0 
7. Finding nVLc": knowing f 0 , the half period of the LC 
circuit may be found from 
µs ( µH, µF and Hz uni ts) 
8 o Time relations: as rt vie is known, one may obtain 
ts, tD, and trnin by multiplying the table value by 
TT j/Lc. 
9. Resonant frequency: fr= f 0 ° fr/f0 Hz. 
10. Component values: knowning V L/C and fr, R, L, 
L2 and Care 
L VL/C O 106 
= 2nf µH' 
r 
µF 
11. Choosing the SCR: the SCR may be specified by taking 
into account the values of VS' Is, f 0 , ts, tmin" The 
only unknown parameter dv/dt depends on the value of 
the RfCf circuit in parallel with the SCR which is 
needed to damp out the ringing in the inductor L. 
12. Choosing the diode: the diodes work hardest when the 
circuit is lightly loaded, hence In should be 
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calculated using the highestj possible in practice, 
value of R/VL/C, along with v3 j f 0 and tD. The 
diodes should be of the fast recovery type in order 
to reduce the turn-off loss, the high peak transient 
voltage across diodes and the radio frequency inter-· 
ference problem (11). 
If the load momentarily presents a virtual short 
circuit to the inverter (rectifiers with C-input filters, 
incandescent lamps, and a-c motors) an additional capacitor 
should be connected in series with the loado 
Besides the described center-tapped-supply configur-
ation, there, also, exist center-tapped load and bridge 
(with four SCRs) configurations of this invertero 
Conventional Method of Circuit Analysis 
Assuming 1 2~ Infinity 
Since a reasonably high 1 2 does not have any signifi-
cant effect on the operation of the circuit, in order to 
simplify the analysis one may assume 1 2~ infinity. 
Before the circuit reaches a steady-state mode of 
operation, there exists a transient period which lasts a 
few cycleso The same equations are valid for both modes of 
operation but during the transient period the same intervals 
have different initial conditionso 
Looking at the circuit shown in Figure 23, one can see 
that, after starting, there exist five different intervals 
of the operation of the circuit. These are shown in 
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Fi,S'l.H'8 27 0 ,:;, f. 4i . 1-:i 1: or igure s and J the resiEJto:r. Eind capacitor 
were reversed with respect to the locations of :figures 2
1 
i and 3 6 This was done to show that the ~:Jame loo:p equations 
were applicable in both caseso Afte:r· the 5i, the sequence 
i 3 2} eoo o Only the ·1 i will not repeat againo 
t=O I: 12 
l 
SI 
f'Ti)vctc ~ R ~ R 
vcl c3 R ~ 
+~ ~ + -E E 
(Ii) (2 i l (3i) 
I =T0 t ='l4 L 
T. - I 
'ii) jVc~ 
S2 G '(Ti) R 0 - ·to 
+ - + -
E E E 
(4i ) (5i) 
Five Opfffat::Lon Invenrals of the Inverter 
During th12. transient period the next intervals have 
d::Lffe:rent in:Ltia.1 conditions from the corresponding previous 
:intsrv·r1ls i but i:n. tl-1e steady-·state operation the initial 
c:onditiona 1::1,re the same o The same assumptions were made as 
WE:11 as for the an.f11ysis by using the compu.ter l:s;n.gu.age 
The closing of the switches S1 and S2 :represents~ 
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in fact, the ceasing of the diode currents i 1(t) and i 2(t), 
respectivelyo The output voltage vc(t) is the voltage 
across the capacitor or the loado 
The first interval begins with triggering SCR 1 ( t
0 
= 0) 
and lasts until SCR2 is fired (t 1 =T 0 /2)a The equations for 
the 1i are: 
( 4-1) 
1 s i1dt 1 s i3dt + RiJ =0 i3(0) 0 (4-2) - C + c ' = 
VC = RiJ (4-3) 
Solving these equations, if R > ~ VL/C, one may obtain: 
i 1(t) =-1 E exp(-a.t)sin wrt +ER f1 - ~ exp(-a.t) 0 Wr1 L 1-g1 
where 
a. 
Sin ( Wr 1 t + 8 1 )] 
exp(-c,.t)sin(wr 1 + e1)] 
(4-4) 
(4-5) 






is the damping constant 
= 2~ V1/c is the damping ratio 
-1 = cos s1 
The initial values i~ = i 1(0) and v~ = vc (0) for the 
next interval one can obtain putting t = T
0
/2 in the 
equations (4-4) and (4-5)o Thus, for the 2i the initial 
conditions are: i~ = i 1(T0 /2) and v~ = vc(T 0/2)a 
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The second interval begins with triggering SCR2(t 1=T0/~ 





- E -J t=O = CL 
v~ 
i3(0) =If, i2(0) = 0 
di2 
- RiJ + Ri 2 + 1 dt = E 
Ve= R(iJ - i 2) 





R > ~ V1/2c and concerning the variables of interest, only, 
yields: 
exp(-a,t) 0 
( 4-11 ) 
\ 
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= - exp(-a.t) 
(4-12) 
where 
wr2 = V 2/LC - ( 1/2RC) 2 
and 
Since the frequency of i 1(t) changes at tne point 
t = T
0
/2 from fr 1 to fr 2, the end of the second interval (t2 ) 
cannot be found in simple manner. One may find t 2 from the 
equation (4-11) putting i 1(t2) = O; by using the equations 
(4-10) and (4-12) the initial v1;1)..ues for the third interval 
are: 
and 
The third in tervaJ. begins when i1(t) ceases (t2) and lasts 
until the SCR1 is fired, again (t3 = To)• The equations 
which govern 3i are: 
( 4-,J 3) 
0 
-Ri 2 + Ri3 +~ ~ i 3dt = v~ , i 3 (o) = ~ + i~ (4-14) 
( 4-15) 
The solution of, these equations', in the case that 




v ( t) = -E + exlf o.~sin( w 1 t+ e 1) 
C 0 . 2 r 
1-~ 1 
I 
The initial values i~ and v~ for the next interval one 
may obtain putting t = T
0 
in the equations (4-"16) and (4-17)0 
From the Figure 27 it is obvious that for the 4i and 5i 
i i valid the same equations derived for the 2 and 3 , respec-
tively, if one replace i 1 by i 2 and vice versa and reverse 
the polarity of vc(t) and (v~) thus considering the upper 
end of the circuit as the lower and vice versa. 
After several cycles the circuit will reach its steady 
state of operationo 
In order to design the inverter by using the conven-
tional circuit analysis one shouldi for the given require-
ments ( d·-c voltage supply E, output power and frequency and 
load resistance ~- in the case of reactive loads, the load 
reactance should be added to the value of C) choose R/VL/C 
and f/f
0
, and from these conditions find Land C of the 
circuit" Then by using the derived equations one should 
determine when the steady-state operation is reached. From 
the steady-state equation (4-17) one may obtain VCrms and 
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V C ( from dv c/ dt = 0)" The valuc;s 1 3 ~ ID can be: found from 
the steady-state equations 
value of VS by adding E to V C ( in fact the wor,st cas(i VS ma.y 
happen during one of the transient cycles; so one must take 
it into account) o The circuit turn=off time tc = tD one may 
obtain from the steady-state equations (4='!6) BJ:ld (4="1·1)~ 
but the worst case tc = tmi· one should evaluate from the 
l'.l 
equations (4-4) and (4 .. a'l1) for the "!i and. 2io The duty 
cycle ts of the SCRs can be found from the steady-state 
equ.ations (4-10) and (4-··16) o 
As it is obvious the analysis is rather complexp even 
assuming 12........., infini tyo 
The typical waveforms for the circuit with a resistive 
load with the operation intervals are shown in Figure 280 
SCRlf O I - - i •l 
Figure 28 o Wavefo:rms for Ci:rcui ts of 
Figure 270 
Circuit Analysis by Using the IBM System/ 360 
Continuous System Modeling Program ( S/360 CSM:t} 
S/360 CSMP is a problem-oriented program designed to 
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faciliate the digital simulation of continuous process on 
large-scale digital machines (24)o The program provides an 
application-oriented language that allows these problems to 
be prepared directly and simply from either a block-diagram 
representation or a set of ordinary differential equationso 
Simplicity and flexibility are characteristics of this 
language, which was designed for use specifically by the 
engineer or scientist who is familiar with analog computer 
simulationso S/360 CSMP requires only a minimum knowledge 
of computer programming and operationo 
As is well knownj an analog computer simulation of the 
system allows system parameters to be varied at will, and 
provides a relatively quick and inexpensive way of opti-
mizing the system parameters for a given applicationo The 
author suggests the use of S/360 CSMP for an analysis of 
SCR inverter circuitso All operation intervals of the 
Mapham's inverter can be represented by their block diagram~ 
then using S/360 CSMP programs for each operation interval 
and defined E, R, L, C one may obtain the graphical solutions 
of the equations describing corresponding intervals. It is 
an easy task to find, from these plots, the important values 
of the inverter: Is, ID, v0 , tD, ts and from v0 to calcu-
late VS and v0 taking into account that for the ratios rms 
f:/f0 = 1.5, 1035, 1.2, Vc/Vcrms,..., 1a44, 1o40, 1036, 
respectivelyo 
Of c·ourse·, as well as for the conventional method of 
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analysis, one should consider the intervals until the circuit 
reaches its steady-state operationo The initial conditions 
for every next interval should be picked up from the 
corresponding previous intervalo 
After little rearrangements of the equations ( 4-1, 2, 
3' 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 3 , 14, 15) one may draw the block diagrams 
and write the programs for each intervala For example: 
T0 = 100µs, E = 75V, R = 12a51l, L = 30µH, C = 4.7µFo (Note 
all summers and integrators are non-inverters with gain z= 1.) 
d2. l1 1 
i1 
1 




i1 i/0) 0 dt = -- CR CR = (4-19) 
Ve = Ri3 0 ( 4-20) 
Let i 1 = C1, i 3 = C3, vc = C4, di 1/dt = X1, di 3/dt = X3, 
d2i 1/dt
2 = X4, i 1 (0) = IC1, i 3 (o) = IC3, (di 1/dt)t=O = IC4, 
1/CR = K1, 1/LC = K2, R = K.3o 





Figure 290 Block Diagram for the 
First Interval 
Let i 1 -- C ·1 t 
~, · /d · x.-·? • (}lr; t -- ~, 
L 
j C 2. ~ · rt... C4 d . 
1 1 . X l _, .. , - l"' :a;; V)• V = J ~ .• l~/C.'t -· - ,, 
~ j · • C · I • 









(0) .-:: IC2jl 
1/LC = K2, R 
i
3
(o) = IC3, (di 1/dt)t=O = IC4, 1/CR = K1, 
= K3w R/L ""'K4, E/L = K5a 
The block diagrEun for 2i is_ shown in Figure 30a 
" . a~ 













Let i 2 ; C2, i) = C2, v 0 = C4, di 2/dt = X2, di3/dt - X3, 
i2(0) ""' IC2~ i3(0) o,a IC.3~ ·1/CR :a:e K'i 9 R = K31 R/1 ::;,; K4i; 
E/L = K5o 








The programs are given in Table I for the seven inter-
vals. As well as in the case of the conventional method. of 
analysis the 4i and 5i are similar to 2i and 3i, :respectively<!· 
·ol'.le should .. substitute i 1 for i 2 and i 2 for i 1 and take into 
account that for 4i i~ = i 2 (T 0 ) - i 3 (T 0 ) =-vc(T6)/R and 
vc ~ ,- R(i 3-i 1) .. It is obvious that similar SCR inverter 
circuits may also be analyzed by using the s/360 CSMP in 
the manner describeda 
Trigger Circuits for h-.f SOR Generators 
In order to decrease the turn-on switching losses there 
are special requirements for trigger circuits, which are 
specified by manufacturers .. For example, for the "General 
Electric" high-frequency SCRs C140 and C141 the character-
istics of a gate supply should be: 20 volts open circuit, 
20 ohms, square wave pulse with a minimum width of 1 .. 5 µ.sec 
and a maximum rise time of 0 .. 1 µ.seca 
TABLE I 
S/360 CS~iU' PR01}H}.MS FOH J:HE OPJ.i:R/'.\iJJUN IJ.\f·i:EHVALS 
. ' . :· 
· · • ·· .... c tJN 11 Nu6us-·svs_T_Eil-Moof L rn<i --PRuiiiii~ •• -•• ------- ----
. - ---- .. • .. PROBLEM INPUT ST AT EM EN.TS••• . 
TITLE· HIGfl-F~r:QUl:NCY SCR GENHUOR. FIRST INTERVAL 
I NIT I Al 
____ CIJNS.L __ q_~ l .. NQQ,, ~z-,,,1092,E.+06,K l•IZ ,.5 
INCON 1Cl•O,,IC)•0.,1C4•~5.E+05 
DYNAMIC 
__ --~----·-· --~:n-v.L ___________ · _ · ---------------
X3 =Zl -H . 




··-----~--------- V_l •K2•q _______ · · ---------··-. ---------· · 
Y1•K2•C3 . . . 
----·---' ·---·---·-----------l I.• 1<1 •.c.1. ____________________________ _ 
ZJ•Kl*C3 
TIME? DfLT•5,E-08,F1NTIM•~5.E-06,PRDEL•S,E•O~iOUTOEL•S,E-07 
··--·---·--·-··· ........... ePTP l .. (. l ,.C.3 .C.!t.. ___ · --------·-·--·-··-----
PRINT Cl,Cl,C4 . . 
------·--· ·-------------~-~:tt~Ji!J)l ... fil',Ux... ______ _ 
STnP 
T ITlf · HIGH-FREOUE'lCY SCR GENERATOR. SECOND INTERVAL 
INITIAL 
... _______ CONST _KJ=l.7000. 1K2•109_2.E+061K 3• 12.• 5,K4•4}6667o,K5•25.f+05 __ _ 
I NCON IC I •8. 6, I c·z •O. , I C3•8 .2, IC4•89 .E+04 
DY NAM IC 
X4•-Yl •V3 
.. X3• X2-Zl-Z3 . . . 
X2=R-Q2+Q3 
Xl•INTGRLI IC4 ,X4 I 
CJ=INTGRLIJCl,XII 
C2•1NTGRLIIC2,X21 
----------- --------· C3_=1 NTGRU I C3_,_X3 I ----.-----·-- -·········-···---··------ ···-···----------··· 
C4=K 3 •M 




Z 3=K l•C 3 _______ , ___________ ·····-····-·· ······--
02•K4•C2 
Q3=K40C3 . -------------·-···-· H•C 3-C 2 • . . . . ... ··-····-·····-·····-·-·-
TERMINAL 
Tl MER DEl.T.•5 •. E-08 ,F INTIM•55; E-06, PROEL•5 .E-01, OUT DEL• 5 .E-07 
PR I'll C 1, C 2, C 3, C It 
··-··-----~-~-.----PRTPL Cl,-C2, c3; c,;·---·---·----
MF THOD Rl(Sf X 
···-····-··-·----------···-··-·· END . -· . . 
STOP 
TITLE HIGH-FREQUENCY SCR GENERATOR. THIRU l~TERV.L 
-------IN IHAl -----·---------·-----· ···-------· --· -·--····--·--· 
CONST ~l=l7000o,K3•12.5,K4=416667o,1(5•25oE+OS 
. I NC llN IC 2= ~2, 3 , I C3 • 51. 18-----·-····------------------------
DYNAMIC ···----- -----·--------· :::::~~!03 ____________________ . ------··--··---------
C2=1NTGRLI IC2, ~21 
··-----------·----·-····-·c ]= I NTGRL flC:i 'x31--···---·····-·------------·· ------------ ···-···· 
C'+•KH~ 
R=K~•STEPIO I 
Z3•K 10: 3 
·---·---·--·----··--·-------- -----·-·02 =K4 •cz 
03=K4•C3 - · - ll•C3-Ci·- ·-······--·-···--·· ·-·-·--------·· . ·-··········-·--·-··--· ., ___________ , __ 
TERMINAL . 
-------'-'"'Tc'il MER DFi. T •S. E-08,F INT I M•55o E-06 ,PRDEL~5 • E•07, OUTOEL•5 • c•07 
Pll.lNT C2, CJ·, Cit . ' 
. PRTPL- ·cz t C:3, t4 ---- - --·----------------·-···--·· ···---- --------------
Mf TtlDD RKSFX 
······-··-·--··--··END·------·----·-·-·--------- . ·····-·--···-···---· 
STG:P 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
lJfl: filG-t-FPfQUF:,iCY S.CR Gl:NERAHHl. FOURTH INTE'J.1.VAL 
- . . . ----------·----- --------··--
INITIAL , 
_____________ ....:.o:tS..J__j(l.e.J.1.:100 ... -t-1(.2 .... 1.o'il2.e.t.ru....1u;!.J.2 .. s .. K.~~uuu .... u .. 2s .. .E.tos _______ _ 











Z2=Kt•:2 ________________ ---l.3.:.K..l...!.C..3. ______ . 
Ql,.K4•C l 
------· ________ __Q_hK,4..!.:,L_ ________________ _ 
M"'Cl-CJ 
Jlllf HIGH-fREQUi:NC't SCR GENEifATOA.-;·-nirrnm=~------
. -· INlT t'll.l ---·-- .---------,--· --·- ·-··-· - ---------··----- -----------
CONST K l"'.l 7000 • ,!( Jc 12 • 5, k4:i:z 4.l b4b 1. ~ K'i"!i5 .E+05 ·--·-----···-- -- --,r~fON rir;,so.61-.rc:{;,~·;·or-·-· -------·-·- -·-·--------·---------:----.....~ 
DYNAMIC 
llC3sXl-l3 
P----· ··-----·---- ---- . --x i7R~C,-1 t 01 ----·-~--------------· ------- -··------- · 
Cl= INTG~L I (Cl ,x 1, 
· -·ci,rnrc;~nro ;x Tl----·-·· 
C4=Kn"t . . 
i1,.Kl•C3 
----·------- - -- ---- Ol•KOCI------------ ·--·-·--·---·------------ --
. ·Q3=K40C3 . -- ------·-·· ····---">l=l:FCl ____________ · -------·------- · .· -----
Tfl1.141NAL 
f (M~lt DH I z:i..i .E-0!1 ,F INf JH.:55,E-06, PROE[.-),E-07,001 UELsS. E-Ot 
j)M.PH Cl I Cl, C4 . 
~---.. - -··-· ---PRrPr-cl-;··-c,·;·-i:~----- ··-····--·--------·- .---.-----
METHoo RKSFX 
-------·-"fND ____ .··--·· ·-- ··-·------------ ----·----------
\TllP 
TITLE "HIGH-fMEQUENCY SCR C.ENEkATOP.. s°tXTH l/'4TERVA°L . . . 
. ···--···-----------·------·---------------~ -- -------~--
lt-.lT IAL . · . 
. .INCUM __ _Jil~l.5 ... UµC.2=.0.....t.K.l.:.L~.B1..lt.!"t.:!'il...f!.Q.~.-----------· 




t:f~~t;~.i4, . 7 . .. .. 
CZ==HHGRLC 1c2,w.n ' 
·-----·-------·-'J,.lli!f,BJ..l.lU..uL... __ . __ :_ _________ . ---
C4=i<3•'4 




-------·--··-·· ..... __ .z_:3:,;~1·u · ------------·-----. --- · · 
Q2=K4•C2 
---·---·--· ···- ... __ (ll~!t•t.1_____________________ ' .. 
M:CJ-C2 
J INl:1' U[L T =5, t:-OIJ ,F lt-.T IH•l:IS.E-Qb1 P~l1El•5.t"-07,0UTDEL•5 .E-Ol 
--· __ I" !JJl't r._f.L.t .. .C.l.t.-J,.J..1. ...C.!t ______ -·------·--......:-·------- ------.---
1'~ JPL Cl, Cl, C3, C4 . 
------ _ ..•• ··-·- ... .llfJJillJJ .. B~.1.fJ< __ .. ~'---------- -·-------·----
Cao 
INIJ IAL · . 
cm~s.r Kl'" 110::>'l. ,111. 1 .. 12. s, K4•'t16b67., K.<;•zs.et,c;s 
INCUN IC.2•45.ll;ICJilt0·.·16··- - --
omlw1i:------
111• x2-o 
-·· Kl"R-C,l•!.l]·-· ---,z .. llHGkl 1-1«;2, W.2' 
Cl• INfGRLC J,31.UI 
C4sK lt"4 
··---------.r;i;:5is"tTP11>-r-
Z 1• K 1 •C 1 
Cl-=K4•C2 
Q3•K"'l•C1 




pqpn · Cl, C:l, Cit 
PRJPL Cl, Cl, Cit 
H( IIIOO li.KSfX 
"" 
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Figure 320 CSMP Plot of t he Inver t er's Output Voltage 
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A simple variable-frequency trigger oire1d .. t with a uni-
junction transistor for triggering of a si.ngle SCR (in 
Figure 33(a)) can be used. up to about .3 kHz~ becau.se the 
timing circuit RC has its limitationsg ·10 R:? 3o~?Kobms 
is needed for the operating of a uni,junction trEtnsistor 
oscillator, and 2, C z Oo 1 µF since a lower value of capa.ci·-
tanc.e cannot provide enough current for a gate of a medium-
or high-current SCRo 
+E 
( a) ( b) 
Figure 33" UJ~r Oscilla.tor Trigger Ci:rcui.ts 
for scrn.s 
{nooi T 
In Figure 33(1:i) is shown a modified UJT oscillator 
trigger c:Lrcui t for variable high~~frequency ( about 2C kHz) 
triggering of 2 single SGR (?5)a 
However, high-frequenc;y inverters usu.ally have two ( or 
four) SCRs an.d, thuf.3 9 they require a dual=pul se trigger 
0 -
circuit with two outputs i having the 180 pha.se relationship 
between their corresponding puJ_sesa Several dual=pulse 
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trigger circuits using conventional transistors have been 
developed (4) (16)a Some of them have blocking oscillators 
on their outputs, thus providing fast rising output pulses 
suitable for high-frequency SCR inverters. 
A simple SCR trigger circuit is shown in Figure 34 (26)a 
The frequency of the output pulses is defined by the 
expression 
(Vbe + ibRb) 0 10
8 
f = - 4 Bm ANb 
where Vbe is the base to emitter voltage of the transistors 
in volts; ibis the base current of the transistors in amps; 
Bm is the maximum flux density in gauss; A is the core area 
in cm 2; and Nb is the number of turns. 
Because Vbe is relatively insensitive to oscillator d-c 
input voltage E and load current, the frequency of the out-
put pulses f is independent of E and the load. However, by 
varying the value of the resistor of R the frequency 
variation can be achieved f:rom 10 kHz to 20 kHz. Also, the 
frequency variation or precise frequency control may be 
obtained by using a voltage-regulating transistor instead 
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INDIANA GEN. 
Figure 34~ Simple Trigger Circuit for h-f SOR inverters 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
High-frequency operation of silicon controlled recti-
fiers has become important in industrial applications of 
power semiconductors. For such purposes special high-
frequency SCRs should be used with high-frequency perform~ 
ance curves which take into account all dynamic parameters 
which affect the operation of the SCR at high-,frequencies. 
Several h-f SCR generators have been developed. Some 
of them are useful for one kind of application but not for 
others. Maphar.n 1 s SCR inverter with two SCRs seems to be 
the most versatile and universal h-f generator for appli-
cations where a h-f voltage source with good regulation and 
sine-wave is required. 
At present, there is no published complete study 
covering all of the problems associated with the h-f oper-
ation of SORs. The author has presented a theoretical 
study of this field and has provided the reader with main 
references for further and deeper investigations of particu-
lar problems in the area of the production of h-f SORs, as 
well as in the area of their industrial applications. Thus, 
the author hopes that this work may serve as a basic theory 
of h-f operation of SORs. In addition, the author has 
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developed and presented a technique for relatively simple 
analysis of some SCR inverter circuits which uses the 
computer language S/360 CSMP which, it is believed, some-
times has advantages over a conventional method of analysis 
and an analysis by using pure digital computer languageso 
The main problems in future investigations would be 
the practical realization of h-f SCR generators for ultra-
sonic applications such as ultrasonic welding, cutting, 
drilling, soldering and cleaning equipmento Such appli-
.cations impose special load requirements such as: self-
tuning, impedance matching, etco, on h-f generatorso Most 
of such problems have not been properly solved, even for 
tube generatorso 
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